Dear Congressman Rouda:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Raúl M. Grijalva  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1511 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

April 3, 2020

Dear Congressman Grijalva:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Ayanna Pressley  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1108 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Pressley:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Grace F. Napolitano  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1610 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Napolitano:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Suzan DelBene
U.S. House of Representatives
2442 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman DelBene:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman McGovern:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Ted Budd  
U.S. House of Representatives  
118 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Budd:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congresswoman McCollum:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Elissa Slotkin  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1531 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Slotkin:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Eleanor Holmes Norton  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2136 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Norton:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Mike Thompson  
U.S. House of Representatives  
231 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Thompson:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Madeleine Dean  
U.S. House of Representatives  
129 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Dean:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congresswoman Wexton:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Jose Neguse  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1419 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC  20515  

Dear Congressman Neguse:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Ben McAdams  
U.S. House of Representatives  
130 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman McAdams:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall


Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Steube:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Blumenauer:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Darren Soto  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1429 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Soto:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Don Beyer
U.S. House of Representatives
1119 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Beyer:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Stephen F. Lynch  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2109 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Lynch:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Cicilline:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Ken Buck
U.S. House of Representatives
1130 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Buck:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Smith:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Cindy Axne
U.S. House of Representatives
330 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Axne:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable André Carson  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2135 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Carson:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Jared Huffman  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1406 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Huffman:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Steve King  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2210 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman King:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Tom Suozzi  
U.S. House of Representatives  
226 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515  

Dear Congressman Suozzi:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Perry:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Peter A. DeFazio  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2134 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman DeFazio:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Brendan Boyle  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1133 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Boyle:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Richard E. Neal
U.S. House of Representatives
2309 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Neal:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Foster:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Don Young  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2314 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515  

Dear Congressman Young:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Cohen:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Tony Cárdenas  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2438 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC  20515  

Dear Congressman Cárdenas:  

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.  

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.  

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.  

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.  

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Derek Kilmer  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1520 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Kilmer:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable William Timmons  
U.S. House of Representatives  
313 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Timmons:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Xochitl Torres Small  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2444 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Torres Small:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Moulton:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Lamborn:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable John B. Larson  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1501 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Larson:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Jimmy Panetta
U.S. House of Representatives
212 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Panetta:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable David Scott  
U.S. House of Representatives  
225 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Scott:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Tim Ryan  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1126 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Ryan:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congresswoman Stevens:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Jackie Speier  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2465 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Speier:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congresswoman Jackson Lee:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Jim Hagedorn  
U.S. House of Representatives  
325 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Hagedorn:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Brian Mast  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2182 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515  

Dear Congressman Mast:  

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.  

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.  

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.  

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.  

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Pete Stauber  
U.S. House of Representatives  
126 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Stauber:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Dan Kildee
U.S. House of Representatives
203 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Kildee:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Linda T. Sánchez  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2329 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Sánchez:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Lawson:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Gottheimer:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Tom Cole  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2467 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Cole:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable John Yarmuth  
U.S. House of Representatives  
402 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Yarmuth:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Jahana Hayes  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1415 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Hayes:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Jamie Raskin  
U.S. House of Representatives  
412 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515  

Dear Congressman Raskin:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Collin C. Peterson  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2204 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC  20515  

Dear Congressman Peterson:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Costa:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Pramila Jayapal  
U.S. House of Representatives  
319 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Jayapal:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congresswoman Titus:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Yvette D. Clarke  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2058 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Clarke:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congresswoman Herrera Beutler:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable TJ Cox
U.S. House of Representatives
1728 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Cox:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congresswoman Fudge:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable John Moolenaar  
U.S. House of Representatives  
117 Cannon House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Moolenaar:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Cartwright:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Larsen:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Daniel Lipinski  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2346 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Lipinski:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Lucy McBath  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1513 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman McBath:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Judy Chu  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2423 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Chu:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Kathleen Rice  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1508 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Rice:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Kim Schrier  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1123 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Schrier:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Ed Case  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2443 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Case:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Abigail Spanberger
U.S. House of Representatives
1239 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Spanberger:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congresswoman Johnson:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Robert C. Scott  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1201 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Scott:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable David E. Price  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2108 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Price:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Dusty Johnson  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1508 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Johnson:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Davis:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Mikie Sherill  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1208 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Sherill:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Cleaver:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
Dear Congressman Lieu:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Stephanie Murphy  
U.S. House of Representatives  
1237 Longworth House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congresswoman Murphy:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Joe Courtney
U.S. House of Representatives
2348 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Courtney:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ajit V. Pai
April 3, 2020

The Honorable Austin Scott  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2417 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Scott:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai
The Honorable Gerald E. Connolly  
U.S. House of Representatives  
2238 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Connolly:

Thank you for your letter regarding the Commission’s efforts to curb robocalls—particularly new robocall campaigns attempting to carry out coronavirus/COVID-19-related fraud and scams. I agree with you that these unconscionable illegal calls pose a serious threat, and we are taking all necessary steps to protect the public.

That’s one reason why the Commission last month partnered with the Federal Trade Commission, the U.S. Department of Justice, and USTelecom’s Industry Traceback Group to tackle the threat of COVID-19 robocall scams. These efforts are already bearing fruit. Just today, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection issued demand letters to three gateway providers that are facilitating the COVID-19 robocall scams originating overseas. The letters warned these gateway providers that they must cut off these calls or face serious consequences. Unless these gateway providers stop bringing these calls into the United States in the next 48 hours, other phone companies will be able to begin blocking all traffic from these gateway providers’ networks. The FCC and FTC have been working closely with the U.S. Department of Justice on this first-of-its-kind effort to stop scammers from reaching American consumers.

Enforcement is not the only action that the Commission is taking to combat all types of illegal robocalls. We are tackling the problem head-on with a multi-pronged approach—such as allowing telephone providers to block by default suspected malicious and illegal calls, taking aggressive enforcement actions against robocall violators, and applying anti-spoofing prohibitions to international robocalls.

As you note, almost immediately upon learning about these new robocall scams related to the coronavirus pandemic, our Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau created and launched the “COVID-19 Consumer Warnings and Safety Tips” webpage and released a Consumer Alert to increase awareness. Our webpage, www.fcc.gov/covid-scams, is being updated as new scams emerge, and we hope that consumers will continue to use it to protect themselves from these illegal calls.

We are also on-track with implementation of the provisions in the TRACED Act, which gives the Commission new tools and authority to crack down on these problematic calls. For example, we have issued rules to establish a process to select a private-led consortium to trace back the origin of suspected unlawful robocalls. We have launched the Hospital Robocall...
Protection Group and are seeking nominations as soon as possible in order to get this important Advisory Committee to work.

And just this week, the Commission mandated voice service providers to implement caller ID authentication using the STIR/SHAKEN framework. This technology enables phone companies to verify the caller ID information that is transmitted with a call and will help them identify calls with illegally spoofed caller ID information before those calls reach Americans’ phones. I’m pleased that my fellow commissioners joined me in taking this significant step towards ending the scourge of spoofed robocalls—a step supported by Congress’s passage of the TRACED Act.

Please be assured that the Commission will continue its implementation of the remaining requirements of the TRACED Act and continue our uncompromising enforcement both during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. I am confident that our efforts will help mitigate the impact of these new calls on consumers.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Ajit V. Pai

Ajit V. Pai